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Abstract 
Orthometric heights are normally derived using conventional spirit levelling 
techniques. Such techniques have always been one of the more laborious, time-
consuming and costly exercises in surveying. However, with the advent of 
GPS, ellipsoidal heights can be derived very accurately over a short period. 
Thus, for many applications, the GPS technique can replace the spirit level 
method in determining Orthometric height. This is accomplished by converting the 
GPS derived ellipsoidal height into Orthometric height. This paper describes three 
method that can be employed for such conversion process. They comprise of a 
local geoid surface fitting solution, a local gravimetric solution and a global 
geoid solution. A test network located in the north-east of England was used in 
this study. 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Traditionally,   orthometric   height   has   been   derived   using   conventional   spirit   levelling 
techniques. Such techniques have always been one of the more laborious, time-consuming and 
costly exercises in surveying, and have therefore lead to many new developments to speed up the 
process (e.g., using reciprocal trigonometrical levelling or by motorised levelling). In a spirit 
levelling task, one has to proceed setup by setup, from a known height point to station of interest 
but with GPS one has to occupy only the points of interest and a few additional control points 
with known height. Thus, for many applications, the determination of orthometric height, 
normally performed using spirit levelling, is being replaced by the GPS observations method. 
The aim of this paper is to describe method used in the estimation of the orthometric height at 
points where GPS observations are carried out. The three method tested comprises of a local 
geoid surface fitting solution, a local gravimetric solution and a global geoid solution. A test 
network located in the north-east of England was used in this study. 
2.0 GEOIDAL HEIGHT SOLUTION 
2.1 GPS and Geoid-Ellipsoid Separation 
The processing of GPS observation is normally done in Cartesian coordinate system, X, Y and 
Z. The basic results of the precise differential GPS survey of a baseline are the Cartesian 
oordinate differences X, Y and Z. Baselines connecting the observed GPS points are then put 
through a network adjustment such as LSD-HEIGHT (Khairul, 1994) or GEOLAB (Bitwise,1991). 
The resulting X, Y, and Z coordinates of the GPS points are then transformed, using a reference 
ellipsoid, into geodetic coordinates in terms of latitude ((j>), longitude (A) and ellipsoidal height (h). 
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